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Pour mieux mettre en perspective le bilinguisme judiciaire au Canada, l’auteure propose une analyse sur une base comparée de plusieurs de ses éléments. D’abord, elle se demande quel est le contenu du droit d’être entendu, un contenu variable en fonction des juridictions. Puis, le bilinguisme judiciaire tel que pratiqué au Canada comporte non seulement un aspect personnel, mais aussi territorial ou régional, ce qui n’est pas sans causer d’importantes distorsions entre les domaines criminel et civil.

I. INTRODUCTION — FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The protection and promotion of minority language communities is a fundamental thread in the fabric of Canadian society. The struggle for official minority language rights recognition long predates the Confederation of Canada,¹ and minority language rights have continued to evolve with the growth of our nation. To be sure, it has not been always been an easy process, but much progress has been made. Minority language rights are currently protected in several facets of our society: in education, in federal and some provincial and territorial legislative processes, and in federal, territorial and some provincial government functions. While each is essential, I will focus on the protection and

¹ Lawyer, McCarthy Tétrault LLP, Ottawa. The author would like to thank Owen Rees and Natasha Bakht for their useful comments on earlier drafts.
promotion of official minority language rights in Canada’s judicial system.

Language in the judicial system is regulated at the federal, territorial and provincial levels through both constitutional and legislative instruments. Rather than discussing these particular provisions and the rights and duties associated with each, I will discuss four principles which, in my view, form the foundation of minority language protection in Canada’s judicial system. They are foundational because adherence to them ultimately dictates whether minority languages will be completely integrated into our legal infrastructure. In short, they are necessary to achieving true judicial bilingualism in Canada.

The first principle is the constitutional entrenchment of minority language rights in the judicial system. Constitutional protection is stronger than legislative protection, not only because of the relative ease with which legislation can be amended, but also because of the progressive interpretation of constitutional rights. The second principle is the right to use minority language rights in judicial proceedings, separate and apart from the right to an interpreter or, said differently, the right to be understood. The distinction between the right to use one’s own language and the right to an interpreter is fundamental and one which is often not appreciated. The third principle is the recognition of language rights based on individual choice (personality) rather than location (territoriality). The sound determination has been made in Canada that while it is impossible to avoid territoriality completely, it is important to minimize rationing of minority language rights in the judicial system to minorities on the basis of their location.

The final principle is the use of non-legislative tools to promote the integration of minority languages at the institutional level of the judicial system. These tools include legal education and the publication of legal articles and texts in the minority language; the creation of professional associations based on minority language status and the initiatives. These initiatives play to the protection of minority historical, cultural and language rights in Canada. It is important to recognize that a comparative approach is often difficult, if not impossible, to implement on the whole. Thus, judicial bilingualism policies.

I now turn to a discussion on the implementation of the Can tive international comparison.

II. CONSTITUTION

The constitutional principle is to be paramount to all others, and the constitutional provisions be interpreted progressively. The constitutional recognize the symbolic weight of the constitution.

In Canada, the constitution reflects our commitment.

---

2 This paper draws on my recent work in Chapter 3: Bilingualism and the Judicial System in Michel Bastarache, ed., Language Rights in Canada, 2nd ed. (Ottawa: ON: Yvon Blais, 2004). This paper is intended to introduce and describe the foundational principles underlying the constitutional and legislative provisions discussed in that chapter.

3 Judicial bilingualism means the extent to which an individual can use either official language in the judicial system. Generally, the phrase “official languages” means French and English.

4 This is obviously not the case with other rights such as the right to education which depends on the size of the population. See Mark Power, “Language Rights and Education” in Bastarache, supra, note 2.

5 These comparisons are used to illustrate the contours of the constitutional.

6 Peter W. Hogg, Constitution, 1997), at 59.9(i).
language status and the integration of minority languages in law societies. These initiatives play a vital role in strengthening Canada’s linguistic legal infrastructure.

To better illustrate the contours of each of these principles, it is instructive to compare them with the choices other countries have made. Examining different approaches to minority language rights not only provides us with a deeper understanding of our own system, it also generates new ideas about how we can better protect minority language rights in Canada. It is important to note, however, that the usefulness of a comparative approach is limited by the complexities inherent in the protection of minority language rights and the important difference in historical, cultural and demographic contexts. As mentioned earlier, language rights are protected in many facets of society and therefore it is also difficult, if not impossible, to isolate and measure the effects of one facet on the whole. Thus, it is often difficult to measure the impact of judicial bilingualism policies on the protection of minority language rights.

I now turn to a discussion of each principle, broadly examining its implementation in the Canadian judicial system and drawing brief selective international comparisons.

II. CONSTITUTIONAL VS. LEGISLATIVE PROTECTION OF MINORITY LANGUAGE RIGHTS

The constitutional protection of minority rights is generally considered to be paramount to legislative protection. Constitutions are subject to more rigorous amending formulae than legislative provisions. Further, constitutional provisions unlike their legislative counterparts are to be interpreted progressively to reflect the changing nature of society. The constitutional recognition of a minority right carries a significant symbolic weight or importance; it constitutes recognition that the minority right is a fundamental tenet of society.

In Canada, the constitutional protection of minority language rights reflects our commitment to the flourishing of both official language

---

5 These comparisons are not intended to be comprehensive or exhaustive but are merely used to illustrate the contours of the protection of official language rights in Canada.

6 Peter W. Hogg, Constitutional Law in Canada, loose-leaf (Scarborough: Thomson Canada, 1997), at 15.9(f).
communities. The constitutional provisions entrenching minority language rights in the judicial system include section 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867, section 19 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and section 23 of the Manitoba Act, 1870. These provisions cannot be unilaterally amended by the legislature of the day. Further, as constitutional provision, each is to be interpreted progressively, as a "living tree capable of growth and expansion within its natural limits." There is no doubt that these constitutionally protected language rights are essential to judicial bilingualism. However, these constitutional guarantees represent a "minimum"; they are the basic framework upon which federal and provincial legislative schemes are grafted.

Thus, to get a complete picture of language rights in Canada, reference must be made to the numerous legislative provisions which provide a more comprehensive web of protection. Indeed, these legislative provisions are of such great importance that, in some cases, Canadian courts have elevated their status above that of ordinary legislation. For example, the federal Official Languages Act has been afforded quasi-constitutional status by the Federal Court of Appeal while the Supreme Court of Canada has affirmed a progressive interpretation of section 530 of the Criminal Code.

10 In fact, the amendment of s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 and s. 23 of the Manitoba Act, 1870 as they apply to federal institutions and subs. 19(1) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms requires the unanimous consent of Parliament and the provinces pursuant to para. 41(c) of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11. Section 133 as it applies to institutions of Quebec, s. 23 as it applies to institutions of Manitoba and subs. 19(2), by contrast, would appear only to require the approval of Parliament and the province binding: Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11, s. 43(b).
12 MacDonald v. Montreal (City), id., at 496. For a discussion of the extent of Canada’s constitutional protection of minority languages in the judicial system, see Chapter 3 of Language Rights in Canada, supra, note 2.
13 For a description of the various federal, territorial and legislative provisions, please see Chapter 3 of Language Rights in Canada, supra, note 2.
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Official Minority Languages

The degree to which a country constitutionally entrenches language rights may reflect its commitment to their protection. Different countries protect language rights to varying degrees in their constitutions, and thus appear to ascribe different degrees of importance to the recognition of language rights in certain contexts. For example, some countries, such as Haiti and France, simply recognize a certain language or languages as official or national. Others, such as Italy, recognize a general right to non-discrimination with respect to language and in some cases a general duty to protect minority language communities. Those countries that protect the right to use a minority language in the judicial system offer the most rigorous protection of judicial bilingualism. However, while important, the inclusion of minority language rights at the constitutional level does not necessarily guarantee fulsome protection. As we will see, more is required.

It is important to note that most countries recognize the constitutional right to an interpreter under the auspices of minority language rights. The categorization of the right to an interpreter as a minority language right is problematic for reasons to which I now turn.

III. MINORITY LANGUAGE RIGHTS PROTECTION vs. TRIAL FAIRNESS

The right to use a minority language in the judicial system and the right to an interpreter are distinct rights; the latter is not a minority language right. While both are concerned with "language", these rights are not intended to achieve the same objective. Confusing the right to an interpreter with minority language right has serious implications for official minority language communities.

16 These include Constitution of Italy, 1948, arts. 3 and 6; The Constitution of The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, 1952, arts. 2 and 6; Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany, art. 3. These countries include France, Italy, Zimbabwe, Brazil, South Africa, and South Korea. For a current listing of the constitutional language provisions for many sovereign states, see Sully Holt & John Packer, “OSCE Development of Standards and Official Language Minorities” (2001) 3:3 International Journal on Multicultural Societies 107.
17 Fernand de Varennes, Language, Minorities and Human Rights (The Hague: Marinus Ni-
hooff, 1996), at 182-83. These countries include Albania (art. 3); Antigua and Barbuda (art. 15); Bahamas (art. 20); Barbados (art. 18); Belize (art. 5); Botswana (art. 10); Dominica (art. 3); Congo (art. 17); Ethiopia (art. 19); Jamaica (art. 15); Kenya (art. 72); Lithuania (art. 117); New Zealand (s. 24). For a current listing: see Holt & Packer, id.
The right to use a minority language in the judicial system is one component of a broader scheme of minority language rights concerned with the protection and promotion of a minority language culture or community. It corresponds, for example, to the right to use either French or English in the Parliament of Canada and in the legislatures of Quebec and of New Brunswick. The right to an interpreter, on the other hand, is concerned with trial fairness or due process. As Bastarache J. explained in *R. v. Beaulac*:

> The right to full answer and defence is linked with linguistic abilities only in the sense that the accused must be able to understand and must be understood at his trial. But this is already guaranteed by s. 14 of the Charter, a section providing for the right to an interpreter. The right to a fair trial is universal and cannot be greater for members of official language communities than for persons speaking other languages. Language rights have a totally distinct origin and role. They are meant to protect official language minorities in this country and to ensure the equality of status of French and English. This Court has already tried to dissipate this confusion on several occasions.\(^1\)

At the constitutional level, bilingualism in the judicial system is entrenched in section 133 of the *Constitution Act, 1867* which provides:

> Either the English or the French Languages may be used by any Person in the Debates of the Houses of the Parliament of Canada and of the Houses of the Legislature of Quebec; and both those Languages shall be used in the respective Records and Journals of those Houses; and either of those Languages may be used by any Person or in any pleading or Process in or issuing from any Court of Canada established under this Act, and in or from all or any of the Courts of Quebec. (emphasis added.)

Section 19 of the *Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms* also provides:

19(1) Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any pleading in or process issuing from, any court established by Parliament.

(2) Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any pleading in or process issuing from, any court in New Brunswick.

---

18 *Beaulac*, supra, note 11, at para. 41.

19 Denise G. Réaume, “The Language Use Rights Been Revive
20 Where assimilation is th prohibited. Where the objective of likely be the norm chosen. Non-d norm is sufficient to protect minor however, that the affirmative obli discrimination norm could have th majority language, effectively der member of the majority.” Organiz on National Minorities, “Report c OSCE Area,” online at: <www.c November 2005>.
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The Charter protects the right to an interpreter, separately from other legal rights, such as the right to counsel. Section 14 of the Charter provides:

A party or witness in any proceeding who does not understand or speak the language in which the proceedings are conducted or who is deaf has the right to the assistance to an interpreter.

A brief examination of the nature and objectives of these two rights reveals their differences. Minority language rights are intricately intertwined with the right to cultural protection. Language has “intrinsic value as a cultural inheritance and [is] part of an ongoing way of life.”

The degree to which the state protects minority language, and therefore protects a minority culture, varies with the state objective — assimilation, tolerance or promotion. The means required to promote the minority culture require the state to provide for equal use of the minority language within public institutions. The complete integration of a minority language in the judicial system ensures that the values and culture of society as a whole, not just the majority, are represented at the institutional level. As Réaume points out, the more fully institutional bilingualism is realized, “the more the minority can feel comfortable with these institutions as representative of their linguistic community, and the more they can feel that public institutions are open to them, belong to them.”

Ultimately, the integration of minority language at the institutional level is one mechanism that protects and promotes the minority culture. Requiring the judicial system to operate in both official languages is deeply symbolic of Canada’s bilingual heritage.


20 Where assimilation is the objective, the use of the particular language would likely be prohibited. Where the objective of the state is mere tolerance, a non-discrimination clause would likely be the norm chosen. Non-discrimination provisions and the question of whether this type of norm is sufficient to protect minority language rights is beyond the scope of this paper. It appears, however, that the affirmative obligations beyond non-discrimination is required as “a pure non-discrimination norm could have the effect of forcing persons belonging to minorities to adhere to a majority language, effectively denying them their rights to identity by treating them just like any member of the majority.” Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, High Commission on National Minorities, “Report of the Linguistic Rights of Persons to National Minorities in the OSCE Area,” online at: <www.osce.org/documents/hcmm/1999/03/239_en.pdf> (last accessed 4 November 2005).

21 Réaume, supra, note 19, at 619.
Conversely, fair trial rights are procedural in nature. Procedural rights flow from the principle of full answer and defence which is a fundamental tenet of most legal systems. Such rights have no regard for the language being spoken or its status as an official language, nor are such rights concerned with the culture of the speaker. The objective is not to protect the minority culture or recognize Canada's bilingual heritage, but rather to ensure that the individual accused has the opportunity to fully defend himself or herself against the state. The right to an interpreter does not add to the linguistic legal infrastructure.

As mentioned above, many countries provide a constitutional right to an interpreter, some under the auspices of language rights. Similarly, international instruments such as article 14(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, articles 5(2) and 6(3) of the 1950 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, and article 10(3) of the 1995 Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities ensure that individuals facing criminal charges, whether nationals or not, are informed of the charges against them in their own language and are therefore provided with the opportunity to full answer and defence.

The implications of not recognizing this distinction are serious. Those who argue that the right to an interpreter is a language right conflate these separate kinds of rights on the basis that both confer a right to be understood in court. This line of reasoning does not appreciate the difference between a proceeding in the official language of one's choice and a trial with an interpreter. In effect, this approach places official language minorities on the same footing as other linguistic minorities in the judicial system by failing to recognize the distinct cultural and political position of the official language communities. It therefore fails to appreciate the nature of minority language rights and misunderstands the actions required to protect the distinction is made, the member be forced to use the major convenience.
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22 For example de Varennes, supra, note 17, at 182 includes these states in his discussion of language rights although he does explain that "when a sufficiently high numerical threshold of speakers of a language has been reached, states should provide for an appropriate level of use of this language in its institutions," id., at 185. Countries having a constitutional right to an interpreter are cited supra, note 17.


24 (4 November 1950), E.T.S. No. 005 (entered into force 3 September 1953).
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the actions required to protect an official minority language. If no distinction is made, the members of the minority who are bilingual could be forced to use the majority language for reasons of administrative convenience.

**IV. TERRITORIALITY vs. PERSONALITY**

The third foundational principle is the exercise of minority language rights in the judicial system based on personality as opposed to territoriality. The tension between these two approaches often arises in federal countries where there is a geographical concentration of official minority language communities. A comparison of minority language rights protection in the judicial systems of Canada and Switzerland illustrates the distinction nicely. These categories are not mutually exclusive but rather represent two ends of a spectrum. In my view, an approach tending towards individual choice is preferable.

The principles of territoriality and personality are discussed by Goreham in \emph{The Principles of Individual Choice and Territoriality in the Implementation of Language Rights: A Report Submitted to the Commissioner of Official Languages}.\(^{26}\) Language rights based on territoriality are regionally based rights and therefore protect a critical mass of minority language speakers in a particular area.\(^{27}\) Conversely, rights based on personality do not depend on the region in which they are exercised. Ideally, in a personality based system, the minority language can be used with the same ease no matter the location. Two federal countries illustrate the difference in approaches; Canada striving for a system based on individual choice and Switzerland for a territorial division of language communities. I will start with the latter.

Switzerland has adopted a territorial approach to language rights protection. Minority language rights are constitutionally protected at both the federal level and the cantonal level. Article 70 of the federal Constitution recognizes German, French, Italian and Romansh as the


\(^{27}\) \emph{Id.}, at 4.
official languages of the Federation. The cantons, however, designate their official languages and provide for their institutional use. As a result, minority language rights protection varies from canton to canton. Interestingly, many of the bilingual cantons organize language use into zones or districts. The regulation of language in the legal system occurs at the cantonal level rather than the federal level with one exception. The result is almost completely regionally-based language rights recognition with little room for individual choice.

Two cantons, one bilingual and the other unilingual, evidence an intention to adopt a territorial distribution of language rights in Switzerland, but as in Canada, have not done so completely. The Canton of Berne is bilingual yet its bilingual character must be appreciated in relation to its districts. The Canton’s constitution establishes French as the official language in the Jura Bernois district; French and German as the official languages in the Bienne district; and German as the official language in the other districts. The right to use a particular language in the legal system depends on the district where the court or tribunal is located. The language of the proceedings is in German in the German districts, French in the French districts and the choice of either in the bilingual district.

In the unilingual cantons, such as Geneva, only one language is recognized as official: French. It is this language that is used in the cantonal judicial system although the right to an interpreter generally exists. This approach, in effect, regionalizes language groups and lacks the flexibility necessary to accommodate those who do not fit neatly within the protected categories.

29 Switzerland has 26 cantons.
32 Code de procédure pénale de Genève, id., s. 283.
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18 April 1999, art. 70. The Constitution is available online (last accessed 5 November 2005). Ell de la République et du Canton de Vaud; online Sité officiel de l'Etat de Vaud; www.sta.be.ch/blex

There is, however, some room for individual choice at the federal level. Switzerland's Federal Tribunal has the jurisdiction to hear certain criminal cases. At this level, parties are permitted to use the official language of their choice regardless of the location of the proceedings. Turning to Canada, there is a history of competition between the principles of territoriality and individual choice in the context of the judicial system. This is largely the result of the division of powers between the federal and provincial governments with respect to language. Today, language rights are generally based on individual choice although some variation still exists. To understand this regional variation, a brief word on the division of powers with respect to language is necessary.

Language does not appear as a specific head of legislative jurisdiction in the Constitution Act, 1867. The power to legislate in relation to language is therefore ancillary to the classes of powers belonging to the federal and provincial governments respectively. The legislative authority to regulate language use in the judicial system depends on the nature of the court and the matter before it. In many instances, the federal and provincial legislatures have concurrent jurisdiction to regulate official language use in the judicial system. At the federal level, language use in the administration of justice is provided for in three respects. First, the Official Languages Act is authorized as ancillary to the federal power to make laws for the peace, order and good government of Canada. Second, the use of official languages in the federal courts is authorized pursuant to section 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867. Third, providing for the use of language in criminal proceedings is ancillary to section 91(27) of the Constitution Act, 1867 which authorizes the federal government to legislate in respect of the procedure in criminal matters.

Provincial governments are authorized to regulate the language of the legal system in two areas. Pursuant to section 92(14) of the Constitution Act, 1867, the province is empowered to enact laws respecting the administration of justice. In Jones, the Supreme Court of Canada explained that "in the absence of federal legislation competently dealing

33 Goreham, supra, note 26, at 13.
34 For a complete discussion on the division of powers in respect of language, please see the discussion in Chapter 3, Bastarache, supra, note 2, at 148.
36 Id.
with the language of proceedings or matters before provincial Courts which fall within the exclusive federal legislative authority, it is open to a provincial legislature to legislate the use of the official languages in a provincial court.\textsuperscript{37} The language of prosecution of provincial offences and civil proceedings is determined by the province. The provincial governments also have the authority to regulate the provincial law societies and their membership.

The constitutional provisions mentioned earlier, the provisions of the \textit{Official Languages Act}\textsuperscript{38} and section 530 of the \textit{Criminal Code} of Canada,\textsuperscript{39} are intended to provide a high level of individual choice at a national level. In my view, this personality based approach to minority language rights is preferable. I agree with Goreham who notes that language policy based on individual choice counterbalances the weight of demographics in a region by guaranteeing language choice in institutions and enhances mobility within a plurilingual country.\textsuperscript{40} Further, enabling individuals to use either official minority language in the judicial system, enhances the ability of minority language speakers to use their language in a majority setting which, in turn, promotes the vitality of the minority language community. Enabling individual choice also has the indirect effect of increasing the number of bilingual lawyers and judges across the country. As Leckey explains, this in turn, increases the number of lawyers and judges who are capable of appropriately construing bilingual legislation by referring to both language versions.\textsuperscript{41} In sum, a personality based approach to judicial bilingualism is one mechanism which promotes a high level of personal bilingualism on a national level; it encourages the use of both official languages among all Canadians.\textsuperscript{42}

The division of powers, however, makes it impossible for language regulation in the administration of justice to be completely based on personality. Some variation exists from province to province and territory to territory. While each province has a basic level of bilingualism as a result of the federal provinces in the areas of provincial small claims courts and provincial offences provide a high level of official bilingualism and for the use of both language judgments.\textsuperscript{43} At the other end of the spectrum is the situation where, for example, in Quebec, on the one hand, French language is the official language of the courts and legal services, while in the case of smaller provinces, there is a relatively high proportion of the judicial system in English to the use of French in the judicial system. In Quebec, the situation is reversed from the situation in the smaller provinces where the judicial system is predominantly English-speaking. Given the national regional variation,\textsuperscript{44}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{37} \textit{Id.}, at para. 22.
\bibitem{38} \textit{Official Languages Act}, R.S.C. 1985, c. 31 (4th Supp.).
\bibitem{39} R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.
\bibitem{40} Goreham, \textit{supra}, note 26, at 5.
\bibitem{42} However, there are many more significant ways, such as education, to encourage personal bilingualism.
\bibitem{43} \textit{Official Languages Act}, S. 45. British Columbia has increased the number of bilingual lawyers and judges across the country.
\bibitem{44} Department of Justice, \textit{En ligne}, at <http://canada.justice.gc.ca/ (hereafter "Access to Justice ")>.
\bibitem{45} The study also looked at the impact of the federal provinces in the areas of provincial small claims courts and provincial offences provide a high level of official bilingualism and for the use of both language judgments.\textsuperscript{43} At the other end of the spectrum is the situation where, for example, in Quebec, on the one end of the spectrum is the situation where, for example, in Quebec, on the one hand, French language is the official language of the courts and legal services, while in the case of smaller provinces, there is a relatively high proportion of the judicial system in English to the use of French in the judicial system. In Quebec, the situation is reversed from the situation in the smaller provinces where the judicial system is predominantly English-speaking. Given the national regional variation,\textsuperscript{44}
\end{thebibliography}
as a result of the federal provisions, there is disparity among the provinces in the areas of provincial matters such as provincial offences, small claims courts and provincial administrative tribunals. Some provinces provide a high level of judicial bilingualism, others very little. At one end of the spectrum is New Brunswick, which has declared itself to be officially bilingual and has enacted extensive legislation providing for the use of both languages in its courts and the translation of certain judgments.\(^{43}\) At the other end of the spectrum is British Columbia, which offers little opportunity for individuals to choose the minority language in the judicial system.\(^{44}\)

The most recent study of access to justice in both official languages conducted by the Department of Justice, *Environmental Scan: Access to Justice in Both Official Languages*, confirms these regional disparities at a provincial court level but also reveals a more worrisome trend, namely regional disparity of rights protection at the federal level.\(^{45}\) While a small sample of lawyers was used for this study, the results — if indicative of a larger trend — are troubling. The study concluded that in the 12 provinces and territories where French is the minority language, there is a relatively high level of dissatisfaction with a number of aspects of the judicial system and legal services in French. English lawyers in Québec, on the other hand, were largely satisfied with judicial and legal services delivered in the official minority language. They regularly complain that there is little translation of judgments. With respect to the use of French as a minority language, some of the reported dissatisfaction arose from the use of section 530 of the *Criminal Code* which provides for the right to use a minority language in criminal proceedings. Given the national nature of this right, it should be immune to regional variation.\(^{46}\)

---

\(^{43}\) *Official Languages Act*, S.N.B. 2002, c. O-0.5, s. 16.

\(^{44}\) British Columbia has incorporated the provisions of the *Criminal Code* into the prosecution of provincial offences: *Offences Act*, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 338. In addition, British Columbia, like most of the other provinces, also provides that an individual who does not understand the official language of the accused will be ineligible to serve as a juror: *Jury Act*, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 242.


\(^{46}\) The study also looked at the level of satisfaction in the areas of family law and bankruptcy, *id.*
The study examined various components of criminal law proceedings. The regional disparities of the application of this right are glaring.\textsuperscript{47} In New Brunswick, most lawyers have an awareness of section 530 of the Criminal Code and advise their clients each time the opportunity to make a linguistic choice arises.\textsuperscript{48} Further, there are usually forms available in both official languages and judges in New Brunswick generally advise the accused of their linguistic options each time the opportunity arises. In contrast, in Alberta, approximately half of lawyers are aware of section 530 and advise their clients accordingly. No lawyer reported that forms were available in the minority language or that the accused was advised of his or her official language rights by the presiding judge.\textsuperscript{49}

Based on the statistics, the authors of the study concluded that access to justice in Canada appears to follow a supply and demand curve. The authors explained in their general conclusion:

In some jurisdictions, particularly those where the official language minority is numerically small, there is a tendency to say that the low number of requests for judicial and legal services in the minority language justifies a somewhat limited supply of services.\textsuperscript{50}

This notion of “supply and demand” is certainly more consistent with the principle of territoriality rather than the principle of individual choice. The reality portrayed by this study is in direct contradiction with the intention of section 530 which is to ensure that members of official minority language communities are able to use the official language of

\textsuperscript{47} Forty per cent of lawyers who are aware of s. 530 and its implications believe that judges inform accused individuals who are not represented by counsel of their language rights, 49 per cent of lawyers believe that it is easy to obtain services in French from judges in criminal cases, and 46 per cent of lawyers believe that it is easy to obtain services in French from prosecutors (both federal and provincial), and 35 per cent say that it is easy to obtain services in French both from officers of the provincial and superior courts and from support staff at the courthouses, \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{48} In New Brunswick, 85 per cent of lawyers have an awareness of s. 530 of the Criminal Code; 82 per cent of lawyers advise their clients each time the opportunity of making a linguistic choice arises; 75 per cent of lawyers indicated that judges advise the accused of their linguistic options each time the opportunity arises; and 50 per cent of lawyers reported that the relevant forms were available in French, \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{49} Sixty per cent of lawyers have an awareness of s. 530 of the Criminal Code; 50 per cent of lawyers advise their clients each time the opportunity of making a linguistic choice arises; zero per cent of lawyers indicated that judges advise the accused of their linguistic options each time the opportunity arises; and zero per cent of lawyers reported that the relevant forms were available in French, \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{50} Id.

\textsuperscript{51} I will not address these a
\textsuperscript{52} Barthazar A. Rwezaara, guage of the Law in Tanzania” (1993) 5.
\textsuperscript{53} Kiwahili may not, strict the mother tongue for few Tanzani
\textsuperscript{54} observing vestiges of colonialism Kiwahili as a language of the i
\textsuperscript{55} language in the judicial system.
their choice in the judicial system. While the number of persons surveyed was small, the results of the study indicate that more research on the implementation of language rights needs to be done.

V. INSTITUTIONALISM AND NON-LEGISLATIVE TOOLS

Constitutional and legislative protection of minority language rights is the first step in the integration of a minority language at the institutional level. The institutionalization of a language requires much more. Two components necessary for the integration of language in the judicial system include the publication of statutes and regulations and the ability to communicate with court staff in the minority language which are regulated by statute. For a minority language to become a "language of the law," certain non-legislative mechanisms are also required, including legal education, translation and publication of court decisions, the creation of law dictionaries, bilingual sources in the Bar and the formation of professional associations based on language. Similarly, case digests and case reports must be available in both official languages so that all lawyers may gain a complete understanding of the law. These components are essential but are often forgotten. I will begin by briefly discussing the situation in Tanzania which is illustrative of the need for non-legislative tools in implementing language rights. I will then briefly describe the use of non-legislative tools in Canada, focusing particularly on French as a minority language.

The inability to fully integrate Kiswahili into the legal system in Tanzania illustrates the conditions necessary for a language to thrive in the legal system. The Tanzanian government has demonstrated an intention to integrate Kiswahili into the judicial system, but has been

---

51 I will not address these aspects, but refer you to Chapters 2 and 4 in Bastarache, supra, note 2.
53 Kiswahili may not, strictly speaking, qualify as a minority language. While Kiswahili is the mother tongue for few Tanzanians, most have a working knowledge of this language. Given its wide use among the population, Kiswahili served to unify the country during the campaign for political independence. The use of Kiswahili in Tanzania is motivated, in part, to eliminate the remaining vestiges of colonialism. Nevertheless, the Tanzanian government’s attempt to adopt Kiswahili as a language of the law nicely illustrates the conditions necessary for integrating a language in the judicial system.
unable to in the absence of legal education, legal dictionaries, or the availability of judgments in Kiswahili.

By way of background, the Magistrates Court Act, 1984, and Chapter Five of the Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania create Tanzania’s legal structure. The primary courts are the lowest tier of a five tier court system while the Court of Appeal sits at the apex. Section 13 of the Magistrates Court Act, 1984 provides for language use in the Tanzanian legal system. The use of Kiswahili in the courts differs from tier to tier. Kiswahili can be used in all Tanzanian courts where all parties appearing before the court can speak Kiswahili. At the lower court levels where there are no professional lawyers, Kiswahili is the language of the law. At the higher court levels, which are presided over by persons who have legal training, the courts may conduct their proceedings in Kiswahili but the court record and the judgment must be in English. While access to justice in Kiswahili is available at lower court levels, the incomplete integration of Kiswahili at the appellate level is problematic.

While there may have been a genuine effort on behalf of the government to adopt Kiswahili as a language of the law in Tanzania, two obstacles have blocked the complete integration of Kiswahili into the legal system. The first, and most obvious, is the legislative requirement that the record be produced in English. This could be easily remedied by amending the Magistrates Court Act, 1984. The second problem is more pervasive and consists of a lack of non-legislative elements of a bilingual judicial system. These elements include creating tools which promote the use of Kiswahili in the courts, providing authoritative versions of legislation in both especially important as ed language policy. In short missing in Tanzania.

Many of the non-legis- tional in the implement provisions. Currently, a f law and civil law program Canada’s bilingual and bilingual dictionaries, texts and professional training cour- languages are available in cet jurilinguists who also play nology. Professional associati mentioned tasks. In the federal and provincial encourage lawyers to prac

54 Rwezaura, supra, note 52, at 33.
56 Rwezaura, supra, note 52, at 35.
57 Magistrates Court Act, 1984, s. 13.
58 Rwezaura, supra, note 52, at 37-39. He explains that the Minister of Justice convened a law dictionary committee which produced a compilation of Kiswahili terms and phrases; basic statutes used in the lower courts were translated including the Penal Code, a shorter version of the civil procedure and evidence codes and eventually the Law of Marriage Act in 1971 and the possibility of producing a Kiswahili version of the Law Reports of Tanzania was also considered but the idea was never implemented. The use of Kiswahili as the language of legal education was also discussed but many obstacles blocked its implementation.

59 Stephen M. Neke & Jan 1 lish in Education in Tanzania” (P Context: African Languages between 18-20 October 2001), at 10. While scope of this paper, there is no qu education in Tanzania directly imp education policy, it will be difficult appellate level.
60 The Faculty of Law of th since 1977. Currently, the French C skills in legal drafting and advocac common law training program in F with bilingual instruction as does ti.
61 There are currently four minologie juridiques (CTTI) at the and documentation at the Un and Comparative Law, Institut J oste. At the provincial level, Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, committees of provincial and federal system are also useful.
sions of legislation in both languages; and legal education. The latter is especially important as education is the “agent of implementation” of language policy. In short, the elements of a bilingual legal system are missing in Tanzania.

Many of the non-legislative tools mentioned earlier have been essential in the implementation of Canada’s constitutional and legislative provisions. Currently, a few Canadian universities offer both common law and civil law programs in both or either official language, reflecting Canada’s bilingual and bijural legal system. Further, legal tools such as law dictionaries, texts and articles, lexicons, forms for civil procedure, professional training courses and admission exams in both official languages are available in certain jurisdictions. These tools are prepared by jurilinguists who also play an essential role in standardizing legal terminology.

Professional associations also play a vital role in accomplishing the aforementioned tasks. In Canada, there are several such organizations at the federal and provincial level. These associations ensure that lawyers encourage and promote the use of French in the legal system and also encourage lawyers to practice in the minority language where possible.

59 Stephen M. Neke & Jan Blommaert, “Consolidating the Colonial Language Policy: English in Education in Tanzania” (Paper presented at the International Symposium on “Text and Context: African Languages between Orality and Scripturality”, University of Zurich, Switzerland, 18-20 October 2001), at 10. While a review of Tanzania’s language education policy is beyond the scope of this paper, there is no question that the fact that English is the language of post-primary education in Tanzania directly impacts language use in the legal system. In the absence of a legal education policy, it will be difficult if not impossible for Kiswahili to be effectively used at the appellate level.

60 The Faculty of Law at the University of Ottawa has offered French common law courses since 1977. Currently, the French Common Law program accepts 60 students each year; it provides skills in legal drafting and advocacy in French. The Université de Moncton also offers a complete common law training program in French. Conversely, McGill University offers a civil law program with bilingual instruction as does the University of Ottawa.

61 There are currently four jurilinguist centres in Canada: le Centre de traduction et de terminologie juridiques (CTTJ) at the University of Moncton (est. 1977), the Centre for legal translation and documentation at the University of Ottawa (est. 1981), Quebec Research Centre of Private and Comparative Law, Institut Joseph Dubuc in Manitoba.

62 At the provincial level, les associations de juristes d’expression française exist in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. Subcommittees of provincial and federal bar associations which focus on language rights in the judicial system are also useful.
In addition, these associations offer economic, social and educational support to French language lawyers.63 Law societies are also key players in promoting the use of a particular language. Support from law societies is required in several areas.64 Continuing legal education is the most obvious as it ensures that lawyers who practice in French continue to be competent in French. As Annis explains "[l]anguage enters into the competence paradigm because it represents the basic communication skill, a matter of form if you like, but something every lawyer recognizes as essential to a successful practice."65 At the entry level, bar admission courses and exams should also be offered in the minority language. Students who have completed their legal education in a minority language should not be disadvantaged by having to complete the bar admission in the majority language. The institutional component of a law society and its obligation to communicate with the public and its own members in both official languages must also be considered.

Historically, many of these non-legislative tools and actors have played an important role in developing a strong legal infrastructure in both official languages, but more progress is required. This is evident in the Department of Justice study discussed earlier.66 The study lists possible solutions for improving judicial bilingualism across the country, including the appointment of more bilingual prosecutors and judges, as well as greater bilingualism among court staff. While these solutions are necessary, these regions should not forget about the importance of these non-legislative tools.

The constitutional and legislative protection of minority language rights are often the only mechanisms of protection that are considered. The non-legislative tools and actors necessary to implement and reinforce a language at the institutional level are often overlooked. While there is still more to be done, Canada’s progress to date makes it a model for countries such as Tanzania that wish to integrate a language, whether minority or not, into the judicial system.

64 Id. The discussion in this paper is based largely on his discussion in the context of the Law Society of Upper Canada but is applicable in many respects to other provinces.
65 Id., at 204.
66 Access to Justice, supra, note 45.
VI. CONCLUSION

The protection of minority language rights in judicial systems around the world varies both in the degree of protection offered and in the nature of that protection. An examination of these different systems reveals that four main principles determine the extent to which language can be used in the judicial system. These include: (1) the constitutional and/or legislative protection of minority language; (2) the right to use a minority language in the judicial system as opposed to the right to an interpreter; (3) the right to use a minority language based on region and/or individual choice; and, (4) the creation of non-legislative tools to promote the institutionalization of a minority language in the judicial system.

In Canada, the development of judicial bilingualism has rested on the choices we as a society have made vis-à-vis these principles and our future progress depends on them as well. This is evident when one looks at the historical development of language rights in Canada’s legal infrastructure and the evolution of the provisions regulating language use in our judicial system. Much progress has been made on the constitutional and legislative front, but we must be diligent in ensuring that these rights are effectively implemented to protect and promote the vibrant English and French communities that exist across the country.